Tricalcium aluminate (C 3 A) is a major phase of Portland cement clinker and dental root filling cements. An accurate all-atom force field is introduced to examine structural, surface, and hydration properties as well as organic interfaces to overcome challenges using current laboratory instrumentation. Molecular dynamics simulation demonstrates excellent agreement of computed structural, thermal, mechanical, and surface properties with available experimental data. The parameters are integrated into multiple harmonic energy expressions, including the PCFF, CHARMM, AMBER, OPLS, and INTERFACE force fields, to enable simulations of a wide range of inorganic-organic interfaces at a million times lower computational cost than DFT methods at the 1 to 100 nm scale. 
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www.rsc.org/dalton energy expressions, including the PCFF, CHARMM, AMBER, OPLS, and INTERFACE force fields, to enable simulations of a wide range of inorganic-organic interfaces at a million times lower computational cost than DFT methods at the 1 to 100 nm scale. Molecule-specific trends were found to be similar for tricalcium aluminate and tricalcium silicate. The models are a starting point to provide fundamental understanding of the role of C 3 A and organic additives in cement. Extensions to impure phases and advanced hydration stages are feasible.
Introduction
Concrete is a heterogeneous and complex multi-scale material "par excellence". 1 An enormous annual production of 1.6 billion tons of cement, 2, 3 however, also contributes 5-8% of worldwide CO 2 emissions. 4, 5 In addition, particle grinding consumes 26% of the total required electrical energy. 3 The use of less energy-intensive, supplementary cementitious materials can lower carbon emissions, and small amounts of organic additives reduce electricity consumption during grinding. [6] [7] [8] Nevertheless, rational design of cement properties such as particle cleavage, hydration reactions, setting kinetics, and strength development with modified composition remains a key challenge facing the industry. 9 The basic chemistry and physics of grinding and hydration from nanoscale to macroscale still poses many open questions. In particular, nanometer-scale phenomena elude direct observation and require new methods of control including guidance by simulation. 5, 10 A wide array of characterization techniques has thus been applied to cement phases, for example, X-ray diffraction (XRD), small angle neutron scattering (SANS), in situ imaging by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and nanoindentation, zeta potential measurements, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), Infrared (IR), and Raman spectroscopy. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] In addition, models and simulations have been developed to enhance understanding and materials development. 8, 10, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Such approaches include electronic structure calculations, molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo, and continuum methods, as well as multi-scale combinations of methods.
Quantum-mechanical techniques such as density functional theory (DFT) can provide insight into the kinetics and thermodynamics of cement hydration at the scale of chemical bonds. 21, 22, 26, 28 However, the methods cannot reach beyond hundreds of atoms and picosecond time scales. Simulations of actual nanocrystals, aqueous interfaces, surface reactions, selective adsorption of organic modifiers, and assembly of nano-objects thus require classical molecular dynamics simulations. 8, 10, 19, 23, 24 Such models retain allatomic detail for up to a million atoms and access time scales up to microseconds. Access to yet larger systems of micrometer-size particles, grinding, sedimentation, and aggregate mechanical properties is feasible using coarse-grain and continuum methods. 27, 31, 32 To date, modeling studies of cement-related materials have primarily focused on silicates and sulfates at various length scales, and few examples for aluminates are found. 10, 22, 26 Prior reports on atomistic simulations of tricalcium aluminate (Ca 3 Al 2 O 6 , C 3 A) at the scale of 1 to 100 nm are not known to us, and a needed force field was not available. This contribution aims at the introduction and thorough validation of an atomistic force field for tricalcium aluminate along with first applications to hydration and adsorption of organic modifiers. 10, [33] [34] [35] The outline of this paper is as follows. Key properties of tricalcium aluminate, the approach toward a force field, and parameters are described in section 2. Validation of the model and insight into structural, thermal, mechanical, and vibration properties is discussed in section 3. In section 4, surface properties, model representations of the hydration reaction, and interactions between cleaved surfaces before and after initial hydration are explored. In section 5, the structure of organic thin films on the surfaces and their impact on agglomeration is analyzed. Conclusions are presented in section 6.
Full computational details and additional information can be found in the Supporting Information. Figure 1 and Figure 2 ). 48 Four chemically distinct atom types can be identified similar to the concept of chemical equivalence in NMR spectroscopy. These include calcium, aluminum, tetrahedral oxygen, and ring oxygen. This level of differentiation proved to be sufficient for a well-performing force field. Four further atom types are generated upon partial hydration (Table 1) , including oxygen and hydrogen in aluminol groups as well as oxygen and hydrogen in hydroxide ions. These atom types share similarities with AlOH groups in ettringite and with OH -ions in calcium hydroxide, respectively.
Derivation of the
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Atomic charges i q were then assigned on the basis of multiple experimental properties according to Heinz et al ( Figure 2 and Table 1) . 20 Key data are atomic charges derived from X-ray deformation densities for closely related compounds, dipole moments, and an extended Born model. The extended Born model relies on available atomization energies, ionization potentials, and coordination numbers, as well as comparisons to structurally and electronically similar compounds across the periodic table. Melting points, acid-base reactivity, affinity to hydrolysis, and ab-initio charges were also taken into account as previously described, aiding in convergence testing of the derived atomic charges. 10, 20 The resulting aluminum charge in the Al 6 O 18 rings in tetrahedral oxygen coordination is +1.2±0.1e, slightly lower than +1.45e in octahedral oxygen coordination as found in diaspore and in pyrophyllite. 10, 20, 54 Accordingly, Al─O bonds in tetrahedral oxygen coordination have more covalent character and are slightly shorter than in octahedral oxygen coordination. 48 Calcium is embedded in coordination environments similar to tricalcium silicate and hydroxyapatite with a charge of +1.5±0.1e, resulting in partly covalent bonding that is also common in other calcium salts. 10, 20 The corresponding negative charges on oxygen were distributed over ring and apical sites under the condition of overall charge neutrality. A higher negative charge is concentrated on the monovalent apical oxygen atoms (-1.35e) and a lower negative charge on the divalent ring oxygen atoms (-0.75e), in accordance with less covalent character and closer contact of apical oxygen atoms with calcium ions ( Figure 2 and Table 1 ). 48 The exact balance was confirmed through best structural fit in the simulation.
Upon initial reaction with water, apical oxygen atoms form aluminol groups and hydroxide ions. Aluminol hydrogen is less acidic than silanol hydrogen (+0.40e);
therefore it carries a charge of +0.30e and leads to a charge of -0.90e on aluminol oxygen. 20, 54 Hydroxide ions are approximated by charges of -1.0e and +0.25e for O and H for a total charge of -0.75e.
Bonded terms were assigned between neighbor atoms that carry less than or equal to half the formal charge and have a short distance, corresponding to a predominantly covalent bond (Table 1) . 10 In addition, all atoms participate in nonbond interactions. were chosen from the X-ray structure. 48 Final parameters ij r , 0 for the Al─O bonds were obtained by refinement so that the average bond length of 175 pm in X-ray data is reproduced in NPT molecular dynamics simulation (Table 1) Initial Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters ii σ and ii ε for each atom type were assigned on the basis of van-der-Waals radius, polarizability, and coordination environment (Table   1 ) (see refs. 10, 54, 65 ). The LJ parameters were subsequently refined for best reproduction of lattice constants and structural match with X-ray data for each energy expression, including extensive tests of the well depths ii ε and nonbond diameters ii σ . For a highly polar mineral such as C 3 A, larger well depths ii ε increase interatomic repulsion by increasing the slope of the repulsive portion of the LJ potential and have a similar effect as a larger nonbond diameter ii σ on computed cell parameters. Secondary validation of surface, thermal, and mechanical properties provided instantly a good match with available experimental data. This is a consequence of the chemically informed assignment, interpretation of all parameters in the context of verifiable experimental properties, and overall thermodynamic consistency. Finally, the influence of all parameters on key properties was individually tested in more than 100 further test calculations and minor adjustments were made.
The parameters using a 9-6 LJ potential (eq 1) were then transcribed to energy expressions with a 12-6 LJ potential (eq 2) using known trends 8 The assignment and refinement of force field parameters on the basis of chemical knowledge is a great advantage over "black-box" assignments from ab-initio simulations, which typically lead to poor results and lack rational explanation. Chemical accuracy in atomic charges was achieved for pure and hydrated phases, as well as full understanding of all parameters and relative simplicity of the force field, which is paramount to examine chemical reactions. Therefore, the force field can be seen as a "molecular code" to understand nanoscale properties of tricalcium aluminate and its initial hydrates. 
Validation of Structural, Thermal, Mechanical, and Vibration Properties
The force field computes structural, thermal, mechanical, and vibration properties in very good agreement with experiment, which helps establish the reliability of the force field and explains molecular details. Surface properties will be discussed in section 4.
Structural and Thermal Properties.
NPT molecular dynamics simulation of tricalcium aluminate under standard conditions reproduces bond lengths and angles of the Al 6 O 18 rings with less than 1% average deviation from X-ray data ( Figure 2 , Table 2 ).
The root mean square (rms) deviation in atomic positions from X-ray measurements is between 0.03 and 0.05 Å. Computed unit cell parameters and density agree better than 0.5% with X-ray data for all energy expressions (Table 3) .
The crystal structure is also stable in NPT simulations up to 1500 ˚C. Increasing fluctuations in atomic positions are noted towards the melting and decomposition point at 1542 ˚C in experiment. The computed temperature dependence of the lattice parameter indicates near-linear thermal expansion between 300 K and 800 K (Figure 3) , and the linear thermal expansion coefficient averages 11.5±1.5⋅10 -6 K -1 in agreement with measurements ranging from 10⋅10 -6 to 15⋅10 -6 K -1 . 44 The small number of force field types and parameters thus reproduces structural and thermal properties very well. 
Experiment 1×1×1 
Mechanical Properties.
Tricalcium aluminate is known to play an important role in the early development of compressive strength of cement through the various hydrates that form in the reaction with water. 22, 26, 50 Besides, also the mechanical properties of pure C 3 A have been studied using nanoindentation, high-pressure X-ray diffraction, and resonance frequency methods, 26, 50 as well as by density functional theory (Table 4) . 22, 26 Results with the force field fall fully within the experimental uncertainty and can be applied to length and time scales a million times larger than with ab-initio methods ( Figure 4 and Table 4 ).
Computed isotropic compression and stress-strain curves proceed approximately linear as a function of stress. The volume decrement upon compression slightly decreases under higher pressure, leading to an increase in bulk modulus at higher pressure ( Figure   4a ). These observations agree with experimental compression data, including a bulk modulus K near 100 GPa at low stress (<1 GPa) and a higher bulk modulus over 120 GPa at high stress (>4 GPa). 26 The trend is also consistent with a decreasing slope of the experimental compression curve and with resonance frequency measurements of Young's moduli E up to 160 GPa, 50 which correspond to Bulk moduli up to 127 GPa according to the relationship for isotropic elastic solids (Table 4) . 66 Computed uniaxial stress-strain curves along the three principal axes x, y, and z converge to the same Young's modulus E of 134±5 GPa within small deviations (Figure 4b) to 145 GPa at low stress. 26, 50 The capability of quantitative predictions of mechanical properties can also be applied to heterogeneous mineral structures in dry and hydrated cements along with existing parameters for other cement phases. Bands in the range of 700 to 500 cm -1 were also observed in measurements although they are likely associated with condensed AlO 6 octahedra upon progressive hydration. 
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Performance of Different Energy Expressions.
The performance of the force field does not significantly depend on the energy expression, as shown by benchmarks for structural properties, surface properties, and mechanical properties (Table 5 ). Structural properties exhibit only minor variations; only the force fields AMBER and OPLS exhibit a slightly wider distribution of the Ca 2+ ions within the channel-like features (Figure 1 ).
12-6 LJ parameters are slightly more repulsive than 9-6 LJ parameters so that cleavage energies are 5-10% higher and the bulk modulus is approximately 107 GPa instead of 98
GPa, even closer to experiment (Table 4 ). These differences are small and reflect performance limits due the mathematical form of the energy expressions, including differences in the type of Lennard-Jones potential, combination rules, and scaling of nonbond interactions between 1,4 bonded atoms. 
Cleavage, Hydration, and Agglomeration of Tricalcium Aluminate Surfaces
Particle cleavage plays a major role in processing of minerals, rocks, ores, as well as composite materials. 7, 8, [68] [69] [70] [71] The associated energies of cleavage and agglomeration characterize the individual surfaces and can be challenging to measure for specific (h k l)
facets, especially when accompanied by chemical reactions. 52, 68, 72 Molecular models can monitor such processes in atomic resolution to provide further validation, gain mechanistic insight, and elucidate experimentally unavailable data.
Cleavage Energy. Many possible cleavage planes of tricalcium aluminate, such
as (100), (010), (001), (200), (020), and (002) are identical due to cubic crystal symmetry ( Figure 6 ). These cleavage planes are of lower energy than others, such as (111), due to the orientation of calcium ions and aluminate rings in "channels" along the coordinate axes. The cleavage energy of (100) planes upon equilibrium cleavage at 25 °C was computed as 1260±50 mJ/m 2 ( Table 6 ). An increase in temperature to 90 °C, typically cations in a low-energy distribution after cleavage, identified by temperature-gradient protocols in the simulation ( Figure 6 ). 8, 68, 72 In this manner, each surface remains electrically neutral and exhibits minimal local electric fields. Higher, distance-dependent cleavage energies were also observed by rapid, non-equilibrium cleavage. (1 0 0), H0, D0 298 860 ± 40
(1 0 0), H0, D0 363 720 ± 45
(1 0 0), H0, D1 363 300 ± 50
(1 0 0), H1, D0 298 520 ± 30
(1 0 0), H1, D0 363 500 ± 40
(1 0 0), H1, D1 363 250 ± 30 a "H0" indicates no hydration and "H1" initial hydration after cleavage. "D0" indicates no surface displacement and "D1" a specified surface displacement after cleavage ( Figure   9 ). Data for another displacement D1' range between D0 and D1 ( Figure 9 ).
b Ref. 52 . The aim in this contribution is modeling this very first step of the hydration reaction, which drastically changes the surface chemistry and morphology ( Figure 7 ). For simplicity, we assume that this process initially affects the first molecular layer as well as the top portion of the second molecular layer.
The next steps in the sequence of the hydration reaction involve the generated hydroxide ions as strong nucleophiles, which fully hydrolyze the ring structure in combination with water (Scheme 2): Friedel's salt, monosulphate and ettringite depending on the present ions. 37 Force field parameters for the simulation of these phases are available in the INTERFACE force field so that also further steps of the reaction can be investigated. 10 In the present work, however, we focus on the initial hydration stage since very little information is available about the transformation at the molecular scale for each step. Full hydration in water is thus not the subject of this contribution because a cascade of reactions needs to be evaluated. 
Agglomeration of Pure and Initially Hydrated C 3 A Surfaces.
Agglomeration is the reverse process of cleavage (Figures 8 and 9 ). The distance dependence of the agglomeration energy shows that over 90% of recoverable attractive energy is felt at distances closer than 1 nm, consistent with detailed analyses of similar ionic surfaces of clay minerals and tricalcium silicate. 8, 68, 72, 73 The presented analysis thus focuses on the total energy difference between closest contact and large separation of 20 nm ( Figure S2 ).
Agglomeration energies of pure and hydrated C 3 A surfaces are computed significantly lower than cleavage energies ( Table 6 ). The maximum recoverable energy upon agglomeration is 860 mJ/m 2 , i.e., about 70% of the original cleavage energy. The agglomeration energy also decreases slightly at higher temperature similar to the cleavage energy (Table 6 ). The decrease amounts to 6±4% upon change in temperature from 25 ˚C to 90 ˚C.
Another major reduction in cohesion between the cleaved surfaces occurs upon initial hydration (Table 6 ). Hydrated surfaces are of lower polarity, e.g., due to AlOH groups instead of semi-ionic Al-O bonds, and Coulomb interactions are thus weaker ( Figure 7 ).
In addition, the hydrated surfaces are covered with an amorphous layer of calcium hydroxide that widens the gap between cleavage planes and mitigates attraction ( Figure   8 ). After initial hydration, the remaining energy of agglomeration is therefore approximately 500 mJ/m 2 , i.e., about 40% of the initial cleavage energy.
The fit between cleaved surfaces can further be diminished by lateral displacement ( Figure 9 , Table 6 ). The inherent surface roughness of tricalcium aluminate, represented by step-like features every 0.8 nm, causes a substantial reduction in cohesion as a consequence of lateral offsets of surfaces upon agglomeration, in contrast to other minerals with less surface corrugation. It is thus difficult that two surface after cleavage would match in surface corrugation. These effects are illustrated for three representative cases (Figure 9a-c ). An unfavorable offset alone can reduce the maximum agglomeration energy of 860 mJ/m 2 to 300 mJ/m 2 ( Table 6 ). The combination of hydration and lateral displacement of surfaces after cleavage leads to a maximum reduction in agglomeration energy to ~250 mJ/m 2 at 90 °C, which corresponds to ~20% of the original cleavage energy. Especially for real particle surfaces with imperfect cleavage planes and changing angular orientation of the surfaces after cleavage, the effects of surface displacement onto agglomeration are likely significant.
The information on nanoscale agglomeration is newly generated by the force field and experimental measurements are currently not available for comparison. The data are expected to be about ±10% accurate similar to validated cleavage energies (section 4.2), and supported by predictions for similar minerals. Table S1 ). 8 The interfacial region between two surfaces in contact with each other therefore contains an amount between a molecular monolayer and a molecular bilayer (130%, Figure 10 ). Once organic molecules are present, also the effect of surface displacements on the agglomeration energy ( Figure 9 ) becomes much less significant. The reduction of surface forces between the cleaved mineral surfaces by organic inclusions reduces energy barriers of lateral surface displacement and enables higher interfacial mobility. 76, 77 On tricalcium aluminate, the molecules are loosely grafted without specific chemical bonds, ionic bonds, and regular coordination patterns. The situation is similar on tricalcium silicate, which is the major phase with >50% content in Portland cement ( Figure 12 ). On common cleavage planes of both tricalcium aluminate (C 3 A) and tricalcium silicate (C 3 S), the molecules show qualitatively the same trend in reduction of the agglomeration energy at the same surface coverage, except for TIPA as an outlier.
Comparison to Other Surfaces.
The similar behavior on these surfaces leads to practical implications. The computed ranking of reduction in agglomeration energy on tricalcium silicate was shown to correlate with the performance in full-scale trials at cement plants. 8 The force field and results for tricalcium aluminate are of the same quality. Since tricalcium aluminate (C 3 A) and tricalcium silicate (C 3 S) exhibit a similar trend, modeling the behavior of molecular additives on only one surface might suffice to predict the anticipated performance on both surfaces, offering a saving in time ( Figure 12 ). However, possibly meaningful outliers such as TIPA also need consideration. It is known that TIPA has a major effect on long-term strength development of cement, and possible relations to the unexpected behavior will be examined in follow-on studies. 
Applications of the
Conclusion
This contribution introduces a force field for tricalcium aluminate (C 3 A) and provides understanding of the initial hydration reaction, agglomeration of surfaces, and interactions with organic molecules. The force field parameters for the mineral and the partially hydrated surfaces can be applied to the study of structural, interfacial, and mechanical properties of cement at the scale of 1 to 100 nm, and facilitate access to a range of problems that cannot be addressed by computationally expensive DFT methods.
The force field reproduces atomic coordinates, elastic moduli, thermal expansion, as well 
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